Digital
Learning
Platform.
Made for the
modern world.
eLab is a powerful tool with realistic simulations, video
tutorials, and automated grading. It comes with instant
course setup, LMS integration, and responsive support.
And just when you thought it couldn’t get any better.

Labyrinth Learning
Business & Accounting Series

eLab Quick Grader

for use with QuickBooks Online and QuickBooks Pro 2018 textbooks
SPE EDY SET UP

Hit the semester running.
What Is eLab Quick Grader?

eLab Quick Grader is your online, automated grading platform for all QuickBooks reports
generated in Apply Your Skills exercises.
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eLab Quick Grader grades the student work and provides immediate feedback

Cloud-based, no-installation-needed platform
LMS integration
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And, of course, free technical support
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Retire the red pen.
Spend less time grading and more time teaching. Our automatic
project graders evaluate assignments and provide feedback to
students instantly, all under your controlled settings. It’s never
been easier (or faster) to get meaningful results to students.

AU TOM AT ED ASSESS M ENT

Custom just got convenient.

“Coming from another publisher’s

eLab makes the process of evaluating student work easier. Our prep exams

materials, where I had numerous software

contain realistic simulation questions that allow for multiple paths to

issues that were never resolved, I love how

completion. And our question banks are just like your students: brimming with

responsive Labyrinth is. Until I worked with

potential. You can use them to customize tests, hand-selecting questions to fit

eLab’s support, I didn’t know there were

your curriculum. Then, students receive detailed feedback in an instant.

people that responded so quickly in any
technical support area.”
-KATHY S HIMKE TS, N ORTH CE NT R A L
TECH N ICAL COL L EGE
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S E A M L E S S I N T EG R AT I O N

More than
pretty pictures.

Goes together like
cookies and cream.

Our solutions come equipped with

eLab lessons and resources are seamlessly integrated

video tutorials, animations, and web

with Labyrinth materials. It’s easy for students to follow

simulations to keep students engaged.

along. It’s easy for you to shape your curriculum. And it’s
easy for everyone to access their ebooks within eLab.
Really, it’s a win, win, double win.

Learn more:
www.lablearning.com/eLab
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